Unlock your potential ... 

... AND DEVELOP TOMORROW'S MOVABILITY WITH US!

APPLY NOW!
Do you want to develop your full potential?

Then you’ve come to the right place. TECOSIM offers you exciting development projects for international clients in an inspiring environment. More than anything, TECOSIM is an employer which will help you put your skills to full use.

READ HOW WE DO THIS HERE
- Systematic on-boarding
- Career mentor
- Tailored personnel development programmes over several years
- Further training when needed
- 360-degree feedback interviews
- Individual development objectives
- Own projects within the in-house innovation process

WHAT ELSE WE OFFER YOU
- Attractive pay and benefits
- An informal, personal working environment
- Flexible working hours and part-time work models
- Subsidised nursery school places and child day care
- Company retirement provision
- Notebooks, desktops & tablets at favourable prices
- Sabbaticals

"You pray for miracles but you must work to drive changes. I truly enjoy my work at TECOSIM. The company offers an international working environment with very friendly colleagues and bosses and, what’s more, an excellent balance between work and family life."

Shasha Wang, CAE specialist
Your working environment

Shape the future of movability with us: electric movability, Internet of Things, self-driving vehicles – the sector is undergoing a radical change. As an engineer specialising in mechanical engineering, automotive engineering, electrical engineering or as a civil engineer, physicist, mathematician, IT specialist or a career changers with a technical background, you as an engineer specialising in mechanical can help shape these changes with us.

**BESIDES PIONEERING PROJECTS, YOU WILL ALSO EXPERIENCE**

- An international environment with career opportunities worldwide
- Diversity with friendly colleagues and bosses from more than 31 countries
- Flat hierarchies and agile teams
- Responsibility from the outset
- Scope for own ideas and collaboration with research projects
- A value-based environment
- Modern workplaces in attractive conurbations
Your qualifications

Does technology form part of your DNA? Would you like to take on responsibility and advance things? Are you looking for a new professional challenge? Let’s talk! It does not matter whether you are a management or technical specialist or you’d like to join us as career starter, student trainee or career changer – we offer attractive career paths in the following specialist fields:

**CAE services:** Structure simulation, system simulation, computational fluid dynamics, multi-body system simulation, production simulation, electromagnetism simulation

**Engineering services:** Design and model construction, design engineering and mechatronics, product, project and quality management, electronics development, trials and testing, software development

**Products:** Virtual benchmarking, process optimisation methods

---

**YOUR SOFT AND HARD SKILLS**

- Degree in automotive engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, physics, mathematics, civil engineering or information technology, or technician training
- Team spirit
- Sense of responsibility
- Entrepreneurial thinking
- Excellent communication skills
- Good command of German and English
- Dedication and agility

---

**HAS OUR PORTFOLIO PIQUED YOUR INTEREST?**

You can find out more here.
Your potential employer

TECOSIM has been assisting customers in the business fields of movability, energy, industry and health for almost thirty years and improves people’s lives in terms of safety, comfort and the environment through its work. Our activities focus on projects for customers in the automotive industry and the aerospace industry. TECOSIM engineers work on demanding tasks either in one of our branches or directly on the customer’s own premises. As a driver of innovation, we use trend-setting methods and provide comprehensive consultation services – from initial concepts through to all-in-one solutions ready for series production.

"At TECOSIM, you’re part of a magnificent team. I can easily combine my family and career thanks to flexible working hours."

Uli Hörrmann, CAE specialist

OUR CUSTOMERS (SELECTION)

Audi  arianepace  AIRBUS  BMW  DAIMLER  E-SCOOTER
Ford  JAGUAR  PORSCHE  SIEMENS  SCHOTT
TECOSIM: globally local

THE COMPANY
- Founded in 1992
- 500 employees
- Six locations in Germany, seven international offices
- Cross-sector customers
- Market leader in computer-aided engineering (CAE)
- Portfolio: Engineering services and products for process optimisation
Do you wish to work in a strong team?

You’ll find vacancies on the online job portal on our website. Even if you are unable to find a suitable job offer, you’re welcome to make a speculative application on our career portal. We seek motivated employees on a regular basis and frequently create positions for candidates who are particularly suited to us.

"For me as a CAE engineer, TECOSIM offers a highly interesting working environment. I form part of a wide colleague network with a lively exchange of knowledge and experience. I’m offered exciting, varied, challenging projects, which allow me to develop and broaden my skills."  

Matthias Planitzer, Technical Expert

THIS WAY TO THE CAREER PORTAL
Ready for us?

Would you like to help speed up our customers’ development process with us? Then contact us. We look forward to receiving your application.

TECOSIM GmbH
Gutenbergplatz 1
65187 Wiesbaden, Germany

Tel.: +49 611 20568421
job@de.tecosim.com
www.tecosim.com

"What I really like about TECOSIM are the friendly colleagues and the pleasant working environment. As a student, I have the opportunity to learn a great deal and am constantly set new, interesting tasks. This allows me to put theoretical knowledge I’ve learned into practice."  
Anna Lea Riedl, Working student